image about the presence of a feature. This paper describes the use of Bayesian fcawre detectors. A Bayesian _feature Jetecwr is an operator that takes an image. 0 and returns ( 1) The probability that an image identical tn the one observed would be seen given that a feature proposition "' true (P(O I F)). ( 2) The probabili ty that the image would he observed independently of the r'tature proposition ( P ( 0 )). An example of a feature proposition is "An object boundary exists at point x,y." Another example of a feature proposition is " Point x.y is in the interior of an object.
"
Giv\!n such an L>pcrator and some apriori probabilit y fllr the feature ( P( F)) the pwbabil ity that the feature is present given rllat the image is obs�n cd is P({) I F)P( F) /'(0) (by Bayes law).
Thus a Bayesian feature detector can be used to calc ulate the probability of a teature. P( 0) can be calculated as: LPWIFi)
where the Fi are a set of mutually cxclusi\e and all encompassing feature propo-;iuons .. \ :;et of propositions. F;. are mutualli exciume when:
\ set of propositions. F1. are ail encu1npasszn?
·· .vhen:
F.nut F is always such a set. Bayes law !equation (4)) defines a function that takes the P(fj) (the priors) to P(Fi I 0) (the posteriors) using rhe output of a Bayesian feature dctccwr.
.
P(O IF, )Pi F)
PU· I 0 )= L PtO I fJP I F1) (2) The scene is of overlapping uniformly colored circles viewed through additive
Gaussian noise of standard deviation 4.
These two domains· propositions can never be simultaneously true hence they are disjoint.
Similar combination ntles can be developed if the models are independent.
[t is also necessary to have apriori knowledge about the probability of D1 and D2
being true in the image. All that is needed is
en tt IS mat emauca y true that:
Thus it is possible to combine several Bayesian feature detectors to result in an feature detector that works on the union of their domains.
Generating Feature Detectors
r have developed two ways to produce feature detectors.
Determine a function of the observed image and the priors that approximates the optimal Bayesian feature detector.
( 2) 
Details for Generating the Probability of an Observation
The core l)f this operatur ts the -:::�lculation of P( Ot; reafiv ts c).
This calculation can be broken into two pieces:
( 1) The probability that the gray-level that was observed would be observed if the actual gray-level at that point was c.
(2) The probability that the gray-level at that point was actually c.
The first piece is exactly the structure of the noise in the imaging process at that point. due However it no longer detects boundaries.
Limiting the Scope
Limiting the scope is using some small portion or easily calculated statistic is used to calculate the probabilities. Limiting the scope can be considered a easily analyzed t<.mn ot'
simplifying the domain. One way of limiting the scope is to limit the range of obsen ations relevant to the feature to a three by three window.
This can also be considered a simplifying assumption about the independence of distant pans of the scene. 
.\nalysis of Established Operators
Some traditional edge detectors. line finders. circle detectors and the like output a number for e\ery possible feature. ,md the larger the numbe r the stronger or more likely the feature. An feature detector is monotonic in probability under a set of assumptions if every threshold divides the cases below a certain probability from the cases above a certain probability.
To use such an operator as a Bayesian feature detector it is necessary to detect what prior s and assumptions are necessary for the operator to be monotonic in probability. Then an approximation to the opt imal operator can be const ru cted from the established operator and a table lookup or some simple function.
The Bayesian feature detector de velo ped is an approximat ion of the optimal Bayesian feature detector with the same scope.
6.l. Analysis of the Gradient
In this section the magnitude uf the one dimensional gradient i absolute diff erence between two adjacent pixels) is analyzed as :.1 feature detector. The unc dimensional gradient is the difference between two adjacent pixels.
[f a boundary lies between two adjacent pixels then they come from different reg10ns. Thus the gradient can measure the probability that the two pixels come from different regions. I <;hall demonstrate a simple set of models for which the gradient is monotonic in probability.
S uch models assume uniformly colored regions with constant noise as the optimal detector in the previous section did. They also assume that the distribution of colors in the observed image is the constant distribution and that the prior probabilities for the boundary at each point is a constant. These assumptions simplify the problem to a great extent. Since only two points are used by the one dimensional gradient the probability of the existence of a boundary can be calculated by me follow ing technique. Let the probability that the actual gray-levels (uncorrupted by noise) of the two points are from two randomly selected uniformly colored regions be P( �VI B). Let the probability that the actual color of the two points is from the same uniformly colored region be P( WI ,VB). Let the prior probability of the existence of a boundary be P(B). Then the formula for calcu lating the probability of the two points coming from different regions is:
P(W! B)P(B) P( w I B)P(B}+P( w I NB)(l-P(B)) Let o1 and o2 be the two pixels observed by the gradient. Then the gradient magnitude is j p l-o21· P(WINB) can be calculated by 2 P(od c )P(a2l c) where P(oi I c) is the c €colors probability that the observed color will be oi given that the actual color i s c. P( WI B) is
2:
P(od Ct)P(o2ic2 ) c l Eco/ors .c 2 Cco/ors which is
L�=P(ull c)J[,�/ia21cll
Thus under these assumptions the probability is dctcm1incd by the distribution of P(o I c) which is the known structure nf the noise and the prior P( B).
6.2. Constraints on the �oise Distribution f is monutonic with g when:
Monotonicity is an equivalence relation by this definition. For any fi.mctions P( WI B) and P( WIN B) the resu lting set of functions that calculate the probability of boundaries from windows for all P(B) will be monotonic in each other. Thus monotonicity of the gradient in an optimal boundary detector in a two pixel window is dependent only on the structure of the noise.
If the optimal operator on two po i nts is monotonic with the gradient for some value of PI R). it is monotonic for every value of P( R ).
I can assume PI B) is a constant over the entire generalized image. Thus the gradient has to be monotonic wl[h this funcuon: (2) The noise is the weighted sum of two noise functions, one of which is additive to the da ta the other replaces the data.
The ratios of the standard deviations and the weights in the sum are used to build the no ise distribution.
If the noise is additive and unimodal then the gradiem is unimudal in the optimal operator in two points.
rhe most popular assumption about noise is that it is Gauss ian and additive. This kind of noi se fits these assumptions, thus for Gaussian additive noise the gradient is monoton ic in the optimal Bayesian feature detector in two points.
A combination of replacement noise and additive noise is consistent with the gradient only when the result of the combination is additive noise. There is reason w believe that the gradient will only be monotonic in the optimal two point Bayesian feature detector when the noise is additive.
, \ny convolution based operator is similar to the gradient in this respect.
Thus a convolution based operator will be monownic in probability only when the noise is add iti,·e. 
Uses of Models of Establis he d Operators

Conclusion
In this paper Bayesian feature detectors are described. They are useful because they 
